ENDWALL STRUCTURAL LINE

ENDWALL TRIM

WALL ADAPTER

FIBERGLASS INSULATION AND VAPOR RETARDER

FLASHING (FIELD FABRICATE FROM FLAT STOCK)

1'-0" BUTLERIB II ROOF SYSTEM WITH INSULATION

SKY-WEB II FALL PROTECTION & INSULATION SUPPORT SYSTEM

ACRYLIC COATED GALVANIZED FACTORY PUNCHED Z-PURLIN

WALL SUPPORT AS REQUIRED

ENDWALL POST

NOTE:
EXTERIOR & INTERIOR FINISHES BY OTHERS

FULL HEIGHT STUD (DESIGNED BY OTHERS)

FLASHING AND WEEP HOLES BY OTHERS

FIN. FLR.

SECTION:
APPLICABLE TO ALL WIDESPAN FRAMES
SCALE: 1/2" = 1'-0"

SECTION : Endwall
WALL : STUDS
ROOF : BUTLERIB II
STRUCTURAL : Widespan

ENDWALL WITH GABLE TRIM
AND FULL HEIGHT STUD WALL
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